LNF INDEX to the LATEST NEWS FLASHES (No.1–68)
I. Where To

Find the LNFs #21, #35, #49, #55, #50, #51, #54, #42/43, #40a, and #39. You can also find the VOLUME PUBLICATION M.

II. TABLE OF CONTENTS

- WORLD NEWS (continued)
- PRAYERS FOR WORLD PEACE
- LIFE'S A (968)
- GIVEAWAY
- MHC LETTERS
- APPOINTMENTS
- TEENS 4 PRE-TEENS
- VIDEOS
- NUDITY IN LIT. LIM/PL"lcs
- PRAYER
- PRAYERS FOR WS UNITS
- FRAY FOR WS UNITS
- LIM/LIT PICTORIALS
- PRAISE 4 PRAYER
- TK VOLUME 1
- NOTICES
- TK
- MUSCIALS
- PRIZES
- SONGBOOKS
- EVIDENCE
- MAGS 33-35.
- DEATHS
- GLP
- PHOTOS
- CATNIP TEA
- ARTISTS
- IDEAS
- MANAGEMENT
- PICTURES
- FAMILY DURING FELLOWSHIPS
- Dongtai the world of Fellowship.
- BONUS. Mag 37 is a special bonus issue. It contains a full-page story about the Easter Message, "The Easter Story."
5. LNFs 15 (962) Mag 38

6-7 THAN FOR TYPIST FOR TYPIST
23-27 GP KINLEX distributed monthly!

CHANGE YOUR KOMIX. Try to change all!

MAILING ADDRESSES & PROCEDURES.
TIP ON how to use them.

23-27 STARS. The 5-pointed star does not necessarily symbolise the Devil. Not all stars are evil or beneficial.

26-27 MAILING ADDRESSES & PROCEDURES.
How to send mail to Dad & Marla & the NEW.

34-35 NEW! We'll have to continue to publish a topical paper with already published material, but we'll send you extra copies.

36 CHANGING OFFICES.
Please be sure to give 2 months notice.

37 MISSED MAILINGS. If you miss a mailing, don't stop reporting. Ask your Reporting Office about it.

38 CROPPING LITERATURE. Please send cash or international money order, or personal checks. TSK.

39 CROPPING & WIN HOMES. Be sure to use correct reporting names & addresses.

5. LNFs 15 (962) Mag 38

1 NEW TK BOOK ONE. New TK Book coming in May, D.V., by certified TK artist.

2 PLEASE SIGN FOR YOUR CERTIFIED BOOKS. This is an exception to our policy on certified mail.

3 TKOMIX ARTISTS. Deadline for TK Volume 2 art is past! Send your art now.

4 REPORTS & TITLES. No report & title sent on time, no mailing.

5 WE'RE FREE NOW MONTHLY. Still tapes continue—but don't copy for non-reporting non-titling homes.

6 SENSATIONAL NEW WILD MIND TAPES. Available soon. Please write & send titles.

7 THE NO-KING REVOLUTION. The latest M covers will be pencil sketches to save time. TK art should still be liked in.

8. LNFs 16 (1011) Mag 39

1 NEW ART ADVISORY. "Clothe her lightly" (nudes) In art, photos & dancing.

2 SELAH LIT. Do you have to retype?

3 KEEP FAMILY VIDEOS. Thanks for your feedback.

4 WE'RE MOVING SOUTH. Have you?

5 PARENTS & KIDDIES. New fuli-I. — Coming from the Family.

6. LNFs 16 (1011) Mag 39

1 NEW BOOKS TK Volume 1 out of print. Artists, get busy on Volume 3 & write us for new assignments! M Vol. 7 being sent out certified. We're sending you lots, please give none if you can't Hope to publish book soon. Also coming: M Volume 6, Flannelgraph magazine & poetry book!

2 TKOMIX ARTISTS. New name for English MWM: MWM! MWM! MWM! videos will be circulating soon too. D.V. the video ministry. Pray for it & give us if you can! Equivalences & translations needed for MWM Share.

3 TO PAL? PAL vs NTSC—get PAL for better quality. Sorry our MWM has a little fuzzy sometimes!

4 CAN YOU TAKE A VIDEO TO BRAZIL? Please let us know if you can be a courier!

5 WHEN WILLING TO WS. How to address your MWM.

6. LNFs 16 (1011) Mag 39

7. LNFs 17 (1025) Mag 40

8 WE'RE MOVING SOUTH. Have you?

9 CFRTIFIED MAIL TO MWM & FN!
13 SOON FILINGS. New tapes coming.

14 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

15 THE FELLOWSHIP REVOLUTION. You 

16 VITA. REPORTING NEW TAPES. We're 

17 OPENING A NEW BOX WITHOUT 

18 EXTRA-GOCCO NEWS ON 

19 FAMILY VIDEOS. We're checking 

20 VIDEO RECORDING. Take test shots 

21 PAL VIDEO DIFFERENCES. The dif-

22 VIDEO RECORDING. Take test shots 

23 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES COINS UP. 

24 CARE & REPAIR OF VIDEO TAPES. 

25 GET HOME SUPPORT OR STAY HOME. 

26 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

27 Holes or only for rowing singles. 

28 QUESTIONS FROM THE SPANISH LIC 

29 WITH ANSWERS FROM THE SPANISH 

30 THE SELECTIVE SERVICE. How to

31 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

32 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

33 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to 

34 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

35 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

36 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

37 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to

38 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

39 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

40 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

41 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to

42 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

43 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

44 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

45 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to

46 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

47 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

48 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

49 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to

50 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

51 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

52 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

53 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to

54 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

55 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

56 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

57 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to

58 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

59 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

60 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

61 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to

62 PRAY FOR FINANCES. Pray for the 

63 TV RECORDING. Take test shots 

64 FAMILY VIDEOS: We're checking 

65 INTERNATIONAL AIR FARES. How to
11. LHFS #11 (1071) Mag 44

17-18 The Volstats 4 words of encourage­

20 FN PHOTOS. Black & white are

22-28 Don't fall on the field because

22 TRANSOCEANIC TRAVELLERS. If lea­

23 LOVE IS FOREVER. 1) The “Love Is

1-11 Merry Christmas!—New pubs 4 tapes

3-9 Send your stories print-ready If

12 How to use 4 take care cf the One-

14 The new TRF—you’ll like It!

He’ll continue to supply!

Don’t fall to read’em i tb’ml

as soon as possible—real hot!

Don’t fail to read’em for our

FAMILY CHRISTMAS CARDS. How to

print or copy your own cards!

LOST & FOUND. If someone’s lost

THINGS you’ve found it, I may be for

you.

FN PHOTOS. Black & white are

better than colour. Pick out

photographs that accentuate. A print

on light-weight paper, please!

FN ARTICLES. How to type up yourself!

I read all but may not be able

on it to all.

TRANSCEANIC TRAVELLERS. If leav­

ing Europe or the States, please let us know. We may have
courier materials for you to take with you.

LOVE IS FOREVER. 1) The “Love Is

Forever” Tape Is the same as MWM

show 35-36. 2) Counsel on MWM

bookings & mailings. 3) Thanks for your prayers for Dad.

COLOUR POSTERS. Send In your

Tapes today for the Pastor minis­
try!

HEART’S letter on the Pastor mini­

istry—Comments by Dad!

Due to the move South, many aren’t
giving as they should. Your support on the field should be
even better than that at home!

We’re having to cut down on some of our mailings because of your lack of
giving.

Check what kind of current the country has to which you plan to

go—watch radio shows or watch their way to Brazil to start

Brazilian MWM there.

Commonwealths should go to Indi­

a. But don’t go without Home support, please.

EURODOC moving soon!

15. LHFS #15 (1101) Mag 49

1 DEAR WS SERVANTS OF THE LORD.

Increased gifts & new gifts for

some, smaller gifts for others. Go 

while you still can! THANK YOU FOR YOUR BIRTHDAY GIFTS

SPEECHENDS! A birthday thank­
you from Dad!

16. LHFS #16 (1101) Mag 50

ANNOUNCING THE 3-YEAR ONE-HEART

DIARY! God’s commission and how to

extend the use of your diary to

three years!

ATTENTION ALL VIDEO CREWS. To all

teachers, and put it in video and share your knowledge with

the world by video classes!

VIDEO TESTIMONY: HONOUR THY FA­

ther & mother. When giving testi­

mony, mention something about

your parents: Nationality, reli­

gion & work.

NEW DVD DRAMAS. Coming soon!

Details on “Moran Allah/Pearl”

NOTICE TO ALL HOMES IN THE WESTERN

HEMISPHERE. If you’re an ELO Home, please report to MACRO.

NOTICE REGARDING CLOSING OF EU­

ROPEAN LOCAL LANGUAGE PUBLISHING

OFFICES: They’ve moved to safer

fields now!

NOTICE REGARDING BIP BOND! We’re discontinuing baby bonuses

to the richer countries to give more to the poorer countries.

17. LHFS #17 (1201)—March 1982

1 DEAR NAS TRAVELLERS. NAS is moving South.

Please don’t use NAS addresses & use the new ones you’ll be receiving soon.

ALL HOMES IN TRANSIT! While mov­

ing, please find an address from
which your mailings can be forwarded to you. Read "Model Help!"
18. LNFs #18 (1204)—April 1962
20. LNFs #20 (1206) BOTM 2
PLEASE SEND YOUR POSTAL
2-19 LNFs #19 (1204a) NOTICE REGARDING LIT PRINTED IN
NUMBER ON YOUR MONTHLY T.I.F.,
20. LNFs #20 (1206) BOTM 2
as well as any correspondence sent
to your P.O. Don't miss mailings!
21. LNFs #21 (1251) Good News #1
MAY IS LOOKING FOR MORE IN
22. LNFs #22 (1279) Good News #2
SOUTH AMERICA. We have to move
23. LNFs #23 (1291) Good News #3
soon—here's what we need!
24. LNFs #24 (1291) Good News #4
5. TIT FOR TAT. The first story is
6. URGENT NOTICE TO SPANISH SPEAKING
about Israel, the second is about
HOMES—FROM MOV. Due to the move
people's desire to know about what is
you've half your mail-

7. NOTIFICATION TO ALL HOMES REGARDING THE
CIRCULATION SERVICES. Please fill out
your Home Council and send in
with your next T.I.F. Thanks!
8. NOTIFICATION TO ALL HOMES REGARDING THE
HOME-CIRCUIT. Please fill out
with your Home Council and send in
with your next T.I.F. Thanks!
9. NOTIFICATION TO ALL HOMES REGARDING THE
HOME-CIRCUIT. Please fill out
with your Home Council and send in
with your next T.I.F. Thanks!
10. NOTIFICATION TO ALL HOMES REGARDING THE
HOME-CIRCUIT. Please fill out
with your Home Council and send in
with your next T.I.F. Thanks!
11. NOTIFICATION TO ALL HOMES REGARDING THE
HOME-CIRCUIT. Please fill out
with your Home Council and send in
with your next T.I.F. Thanks!
12. NOTIFICATION TO ALL HOMES REGARDING THE
HOME-CIRCUIT. Please fill out
with your Home Council and send in
with your next T.I.F. Thanks!
WE GIFT RECIPIENTS: Please send your reports to your Reporting Office only.

12. NOTICE RE: RETURNED MAIL & PROPER ADDRESS CHANGE NOTIFICATION. If you don't give proper notice of address changes, we cannot resend material. Please send your latest address change to us immediately.

123. ATTENTION ALL NEW FOLKS OR FOLKS WHO'VE LOST MAILING'S: Catalogue & price of book publications available to those who missed them through not being tied to their own.

123. NOTICE REGARDING VOLTSTATS: All homes in Latin America, Asia, Africa & the Pacific should send in their volunteer report to their RO this month.

124-129 LIFE ON VIDEO REPORTS: Your monthly video report is now your "library card" to check out videos. Please fill it out faithfully.

130-136 SEND UPDATED MEMBERS LIST WITH GET LIST BE! Please send a new "members list" to your reporting office every month, or send a fresh list in with your monthly report.

137-146 ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS WITH SLIDE FILMSTRIP PROJECTORS: Send us your автоматические, information, samples, etc. in film strip form, or help us locate them for all.

149-153 MATERIAL NEEDED FOR "MORO ECONOMIC'S" BOOK. Please send us good articles you find or personal tips for our new book.

154. SEND MICRO VIDEO. Get a micro with a strap on it so that you can listen while you go.

155. SEND ME POSTCARDS: The graduation of Shuly Bolivar in San Jose, Costa Rica.

22. LIFE'S #22 Good News #1

- CHARGE IN REPORTING PROCEDURES FOR WS GIFT RECIPIENTS. Please send your reports to your Reporting Office only.

- PRE-PRINT THE WTM CALENDARS. Try to put up calendars where you can study them while working.

- HOW TO MAKE A TV PICTURE. Dad's Full Circle TV: three simple "tries" for the best picture.

- ATTENTION ALL FAMILY PUPPETEERS: We'd like to hear some testimonies from those who have a successful puppet ministry.

- MORE ON VIDEOS: 1) More coordination of video projects. 2) Error in the Monthly Video Report. 3) The monthly video report is only to list WS & VL videos, etc. not personal copies.

23. GNF'S #23 (1269) Good News #5

- New pubs coming—10/17/2 & 12/12. New pubs coming soon! 10/18/2 plus new book, FS Book, Calendar, etc.

- 10/1-15 Notice regarding VOLTSTATS. All homes in Latin America, Asia, Africa & the Pacific should send in their volunteer report to their RO this month.

- 10/11-15 Notice regarding VOLTSTATS. All homes in Latin America, Asia, Africa & the Pacific should send in their volunteer report to their RO this month.

- 10/12-16 ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- 10/17-21 ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- 10/22-26 ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- 10/27-31 ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

24. GNF'S #24 Good News #7

- ALFRA CLEANING-VISAS & RESTRICTIONS ON FOREIGNERS: 1. Right of way. 2. Right of way. 3. Right of way.

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!

- ATTENTION ALL MINISTRIES! Please send us your postcard testimonials to share with all!
30. GNFs #30 Good News #15

ATTN: ALL FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHERS!

Try to buy your film or photos supplies from a shop that keeps them stored in cool conditions.

MORE FN ARTICLES NEEDED—fron Europe as well as Singapore & Australia. Share the good news.

ATTN: ALL LOCAL LANGUAGE MM UNITS. Please don't refer to your Show as MM, but by the name you're known by In your language. Thanks.

1983-64 Diary—Good for any 2 years! PTL!

IT'S A FACT! RULES FOR FN ARTICLE PUBLICATION:

a) By having you make your pub;

b) By having you make your pub;

c) By having you make your pub;

d) By having you make your pub;

e) By having you make your pub;

ATTN: ALL MIXED MATED COUPLES.

If you receive Letters For Prayer & Support—DON'T FORGET TO SELECT & THEN let your GPH know your choice! Thanks.

ATTN: ALL LOCAL LANGUAGE TRANSLATORS.

Please Include your translation & printing stats along with the articles. We use your latest sample show tapes. Please staple them 4 hung on the wall.

MORE FN ARTICLES NEEDED—France. Share the good news.

30. GNFs #30 Good News #15

ATTN: ALL MIXED MATED COUPLES.

If you receive Letters For Prayer & Support—DON'T FORGET TO SELECT & THEN let your GPH know your choice! Thanks.

ATTN: ALL LOCAL LANGUAGE TRANSLATORS.

Please Include your translation & printing stats along with the articles. We use your latest sample show tapes. Please staple them 4 hung on the wall.
you've been putting your best foot forward. You're a shining example of dedication and hard work. Keep up the good work!
seems to work which hasn't already appeared in a Family pub, I'd be grateful if you could write it up and send it to the FN editor as soon as possible.

MEETING THE PRESS—BEWARE! We'd like to caution any Family Members who have contact with Western Press reporters, to be wise as serpents & harmless as doves!

Most of them will stoop to any level to alienate you. Pray for the best, but be prepared for the worst.

NO GUM ABOUT OUR ENEMIES! Anyone who has heard or read news about the justiciable enemies of our enemies, please send news to us in VG.

DAILY MARILYN PEREPERS PUS! Since our major emphasis is now on IHCs, trying to operate a DM Ministry at the same time is dividing our forces. So please put your efforts into promoting the IHCs!

HELP NEEDED! MS is in desperate need of more pets. Our greatest need is for talented singles or couples who are either childless or only have one child, willing to work behind the scenes. If this is you, please write!

40a. LNFs #40a. Mag 6/47/83

MY VIDEO STATS & NEWS—Please send in Dad's new video comments—NPLA. Share your good movies with the world! Video couriers: Please pray!

Security Tips on making videos! Whenever you film or copy a video, please take care to avoid copying any copyrighted material.

CHILDREN ERRANTE! The children taken from their parents have now been returned, till contingency plans. Don't neglect your contingency plans for parasite hosts, esp. with brand new video systems. Be prepared!

WEARIENTATION—Watch out for the "benefits" of receiving written assistance while back in your home country!

HERE ARE NOT PIRATES! Maybe you can sing "Goosey Gypsy Sailors" instead. Don't risk misrepresenting our music and message by singing "Goosey Goosey Gander" or any other copyrighted song.

WE SELL TRACKS! You can understand the future! In the pages following these LNFs, there are discussions on the importance of promoting the IHCs, the need for more pets, and tips on making videos.

LNFs #40b. Mag 6/47/83

REPRINT OF LNFs #40! We won't be sending out any new Christmas cards this year, but here's a list of the abundant supply sent out in the past:

CHRISTMAS WITNESSING AIDS: We won't be sending out any new Christmas cards this year, but here's a list of the abundant supply sent out in the past:

VIRUS! Do you have trouble getting the virus out of your hair when you wash it? Please send in helpful suggestions.

REPRINT: "OLDIE MOVIES!" Watch out for more tapes that have been stored or which haven't been used. It can destroy your VTR heads. Tips on storing, preserving tapes, etc. are included.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL FAMILY MEMBERS: We're publishing 2 types of News & Specials—this one is one of your most effective witnessing tools.

KEEP YOUR LINES SIMPLE & SHORT! A good message is hard to remember if it's too long. Keep your lyrics simple and to the point.

DON'T FORGET: Watch the show out of your hair when you wash it! Please send in helpful suggestions.

YOU ARE WHAT YOU WEAR! Family newsletters are now backslidden. One chink in your armour can let the Enemy in! Pray for the best, but be prepared for the worst.

REQUEST FOR YOUR PRAYERS. Please pray desperately for our missionaries around the world, esp. those in troubled areas.

CHILDREN LIBERATED! The children taken from their parents have now been returned, till contingency plans. Don't neglect your contingency plans for parasite hosts, esp. with brand new video systems.

WEARIENTATION—Watch out for the "benefits" of receiving written assistance while back in your home country!

HERE ARE NOT PIRATES! Maybe you can sing "Goosey Gypsy Sailors" instead. Don't risk misrepresenting our music and message by singing "Goosey Goosey Gander" or any other copyrighted song.

WE SELL TRACKS! You can understand the future! In the pages following these LNFs, there are discussions on the importance of promoting the IHCs, the need for more pets, and tips on making videos.

LNFs #42/43 Family Specials Mag 7/12/83

MY VIDEO STATS & NEWS—Please send in Dad's new video comments—NPLA. Share your good movies with the world! Video couriers: Please pray!

Security Tips on making videos! Whenever you film or copy a video, please take care to avoid copying any copyrighted material.

CHILDREN ERRANTE! The children taken from their parents have now been returned, till contingency plans. Don't neglect your contingency plans for parasite hosts, esp. with brand new video systems.

WEARIENTATION—Watch out for the "benefits" of receiving written assistance while back in your home country!

HERE ARE NOT PIRATES! Maybe you can sing "Goosey Gypsy Sailors" instead. Don't risk misrepresenting our music and message by singing "Goosey Goosey Gander" or any other copyrighted song.

WE SELL TRACKS! You can understand the future! In the pages following these LNFs, there are discussions on the importance of promoting the IHCs, the need for more pets, and tips on making videos.

LNFs #42/43 Family Specials Mag 7/12/83

MY VIDEO STATS & NEWS—Please send in Dad's new video comments—NPLA. Share your good movies with the world! Video couriers: Please pray!

Security Tips on making videos! Whenever you film or copy a video, please take care to avoid copying any copyrighted material.

CHILDREN ERRANTE! The children taken from their parents have now been returned, till contingency plans. Don't neglect your contingency plans for parasite hosts, esp. with brand new video systems.

WEARIENTATION—Watch out for the "benefits" of receiving written assistance while back in your home country!

HERE ARE NOT PIRATES! Maybe you can sing "Goosey Gypsy Sailors" instead. Don't risk misrepresenting our music and message by singing "Goosey Goosey Gander" or any other copyrighted song.

WE SELL TRACKS! You can understand the future! In the pages following these LNFs, there are discussions on the importance of promoting the IHCs, the need for more pets, and tips on making videos.

LNFs #42/43 Family Specials Mag 7/12/83

MY VIDEO STATS & NEWS—Please send in Dad's new video comments—NPLA. Share your good movies with the world! Video couriers: Please pray!

Security Tips on making videos! Whenever you film or copy a video, please take care to avoid copying any copyrighted material.

CHILDREN ERRANTE! The children taken from their parents have now been returned, till contingency plans. Don't neglect your contingency plans for parasite hosts, esp. with brand new video systems.

WEARIENTATION—Watch out for the "benefits" of receiving written assistance while back in your home country!

HERE ARE NOT PIRATES! Maybe you can sing "Goosey Gypsy Sailors" instead. Don't risk misrepresenting our music and message by singing "Goosey Goosey Gander" or any other copyrighted song.

WE SELL TRACKS! You can understand the future! In the pages following these LNFs, there are discussions on the importance of promoting the IHCs, the need for more pets, and tips on making videos.

LNFs #42/43 Family Specials Mag 7/12/83

MY VIDEO STATS & NEWS—Please send in Dad's new video comments—NPLA. Share your good movies with the world! Video couriers: Please pray!

Security Tips on making videos! Whenever you film or copy a video, please take care to avoid copying any copyrighted material.

CHILDREN ERRANTE! The children taken from their parents have now been returned, till contingency plans. Don't neglect your contingency plans for parasite hosts, esp. with brand new video systems.

WEARIENTATION—Watch out for the "benefits" of receiving written assistance while back in your home country!

HERE ARE NOT PIRATES! Maybe you can sing "Goosey Gypsy Sailors" instead. Don't risk misrepresenting our music and message by singing "Goosey Goosey Gander" or any other copyrighted song.

WE SELL TRACKS! You can understand the future! In the pages following these LNFs, there are discussions on the importance of promoting the IHCs, the need for more pets, and tips on making videos.

LNFs #42/43 Family Specials Mag 7/12/83

MY VIDEO STATS & NEWS—Please send in Dad's new video comments—NPLA. Share your good movies with the world! Video couriers: Please pray!

Security Tips on making videos! Whenever you film or copy a video, please take care to avoid copying any copyrighted material.

CHILDREN ERRANTE! The children taken from their parents have now been returned, till contingency plans. Don't neglect your contingency plans for parasite hosts, esp. with brand new video systems.

WEARIENTATION—Watch out for the "benefits" of receiving written assistance while back in your home country!

HERE ARE NOT PIRATES! Maybe you can sing "Goosey Gypsy Sailors" instead. Don't risk misrepresenting our music and message by singing "Goosey Goosey Gander" or any other copyrighted song.

WE SELL TRACKS! You can understand the future! In the pages following these LNFs, there are discussions on the importance of promoting the IHCs, the need for more pets, and tips on making videos.
urgency! We would prefer to reply: Of course it’s wrong!—By Govt., or God! Better repent now!

2. VISA TRIPSL Don’t wait until the EDITION TO “DAILY BREAD”. “Serfs, 13 YEARS 4 OVERI Mare old-timers

3. 3. URGENT CHANGE ON LOST MAIL REPORT

4. LIN MAILINGS! We would prefer to reply: Of course It’s wrong!—By Govt., or God! Better repent now!

5. VIDEO LKFS t3): 1983 stats summary/

6. SUNWRY CF VIDEO LNFS FROM V363I

7. mall or courier! JVC Problems 4 —It can erase your tapes!/ No enforcement the video reporting rules!/

8. Tickee, No Laundeel: NVLs, please Recommended equipment/ Video care Solutions/ Look out for lightning!

9. Please try to mark a few details on maintenance: Keep yours In cpod tip: Eliminating slack tape/ VCR working order!/ Labelling Videos:

10. Ideas for miking MWM 4 MCV videos for personal use, children or those with weak


12. ADDITION TO “DAILY BREATH” “Sirs, Superiors or Super-Dups” is not In the TQC to the “DAILY BREATH”. You can add it yourself, right after “Recovery Under Secrecy”.

13. VISA TRUSTS! Don’t wait until the day your visa expires to leave the country—Plan ahead! This can save you a lot of trouble.

14. 3 YEARS & OVER! More old-timers who can be added to the list of Family members who’ve been around the longest!

15. DESTROY YOUR MAILING ENVELOPES! Destroy the outer envelope with return address & stamps to keep away from unwanted visitors.

16. URGENT CHANGE ON LOST MAIL REPORT FORMS: For check list mail via your RO—not via your PO. Pls. don’t complain to the RO.

17. LIN MAILINGS! We would prefer to mail out LINs to long-term parents & friends only. If you need more, you may order a supply to be mailed directly to you instead. Then you can mail them to others as those you choose.

18. go, go all the way!

19. URGENT CHANGE ON LOST MAIL FORMS! Send your Lost Mail Report to your Reporting Office, not your Post Office! Official Thanks!
50. LNFs #50: GN 153-9/S4

51. LNFs #51: GN 154—10/84

52. LNFs #52: GN 155—10/B4

DTD TAPES: In the field MWM/VCV, it might be better to brand-new contacts who have never heard of the Tape Ministry going as long as possible without being hindered by any publicity generated by MWM/VCV. Txl Ps: Please keep in mind that we do not send our products, we give them away for donations.

53. LNFs #53: GN 150—11/84

ARTICLES FROM SELAH FIELDS! A request: Folks have read each and appreciate the Family Testimonies up for the Family! Txl Ps: Please fill out with your Home Council and send to your December 1984 on your own! We don't want to short-change the public on quality! GBY!

54. LNFs #54: GN 151—11/84

THANKS FOR CORRECTIONS ON DEBORAH-SPECIAL! Thanks for corrections on Deborah-Special! We are reprinting for your area, D.V. GBY 4 WLYl

55. LNFs #55: SPECIAL NOTICE/FSM 12—12/84

5 DUPLICATION OF DTD TAPES! Most NROs now have high-quality masters of the DTD tapes. Please use the duplicating process your NROs have established, or check with them before doing so. We don't want to short-change the public on quality! GBY!

56. LNFs #56: SENT OUT AS FLYER—1/85

ATTENTION: URGENT NOTICE-Please send in your order on 2 tapes has been updated from the versions found in FSM 10. If available, send in your order on 2 tapes has been updated from the versions found in FSM 10. If you want to buy a regular Diary and adapt it for Family use, send an order for the Family Specials Mag. We pray these will be a real blessing to your Fellowship.

57. LNFs #57: GN 165—1/85

SAFE FOR AMERICANS IN INDIA! Despite temporary upheavals, things are calmer in India now, and there's no particular threat to Americans. If your parents are favourable, perhaps they'd be willing to write a similar testimonial! GBY!

58. LNFs #58: GN 166—1/85

SEASON'S GREETINGS & THANKS! Thanks for all your Christmas cards and notes, which we appreciate very much! And thanks most of all for your support to brethren in the Family less than a year old. It's been a wonderful year for the Family, and we hope you enjoy your dancing and singing together through the New Year! PS: Please keep your preteens and teens safe, and let us know if you have a Christmas wish list for your Family Videoing Home Fellowships.

59. LNFs #59: GN 167—1/85

ATTENTION: ABNER WHO LEFT THE FAMILY! ATTENTION: ABNER WHO LEFT THE FAMILY! We pray these will be a real blessing to your Fellowship.

60. LNFs #60: GN 168—1/85

ATTENTION: LIN & ALL WHO MAY BE CONCERNED! We pray these will be a real blessing to your Fellowship.

61. LNFs #61: GN 169—1/85

ATTENTION: URGENT NOTICE-Please open up the FSM #11 to pg. 2 & 55, cross out "Touch of Love" and write in the new title, "Love Forever"—the new
to the PF tape, which is not a tape. You'll be receiving a new tape, Love songs tape, entitled "Touch of Love" with different songs. Now you'll be able to freely distribute and tape copies of the tape poster. You will soon have six tapes for your OTD tape ministry. We pray that these tapes will help you win many souls. P.S. to the NROs: Thanks for your help in duplicating and distributing the tape poster to the homes—very important job. The posters need to be received and given to the best quality. We ask you to uphold this standard. Please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

59. L.B.'s 59: URGENT NOTICE-1/85

1. URGENT NOTICE — Persecution in Hong Kong. This gateway to China, where we have advised all homes in Hong Kong & Macau to evacuate, Hong Kong & Macau are now off limits to the Family, although we will send copies to be there. Clearances now null & void; we can no longer supply mailings to any homes boarding a Macau or Hong Kong address. Persons who do not comply will be considered excommunicated. Tx for your help & cooperation.

2. POSTER PUSH CENTRES! — These posters pack a wallop! — The message in a nutshell! — I think they're going to stick there on their walls. Did they really!!! Posters vision is going to replace the vision for little booklets for Trib Lit.

3. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ABOUT THE FAMILY! Families please write the story of the adoption for the NRO. It really could touch hearts. Please send photos too. Tx.

4. HOW MANY PAGES IN A POSTER? — HERE'S a new extra large poster that you may use. It's 36 frames extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

5. FAMINE IN AFRICA! — A beginning? — The coming Great Famine! Dad gives masses of prayers for the victims of the famine. "Sounds like the Endtime News." Dad feels it's essential to the Endtime News. D4M feel that any of your songs have been used. Happy birthday!

6. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

7. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

8. FAMINE IN AFRICA! — A beginning? — The coming Great Famine! Dad gives masses of prayers for the victims of the famine. "Sounds like the Endtime News." Dad feels it's essential to the Endtime News. D4M feel that any of your songs have been used. Happy birthday!

9. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

10. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

11. POSTER PUSH CENTRES — By Peter & Dad. By now you have received the first mailing of the beautiful colour posters. We have now distributed colour posters. In various parts of the world we distribute them to the homes. We already have PPCs in the East, India & U.S.A. It is now time to expand to other countries. North America & one for Europe. & then let the NROs of the East handle the poster printing locally. We want the extra costs to help you see their tremendous potential. We will continue one of our most fruitful ministries. We will continue to distribute the posters to you, & it's up to you to send a gift with your order to cover the expenses of these posters. We agree to set aside funds for printing new PPCs. We will use the new PPCs as covers for your NROs. We can now see a sample of posters available for printing shortly thereon. We feel that this new PPC Plan is an inspiration. The extra cost of these PPCs is not covered by your NRO. Please pass on your PPCs to your local PPCs.

12. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ABOUT THE FAMILY! Families please write the story of the adoption for the NRO. It really could touch hearts. Please send photos too. Tx.

13. FAMINE IN AFRICA! — A beginning? — The coming Great Famine! Dad gives masses of prayers for the victims of the famine. "Sounds like the Endtime News." Dad feels it's essential to the Endtime News. D4M feel that any of your songs have been used. Happy birthday!

14. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

15. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

16. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

17. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

18. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

19. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

20. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

21. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

22. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

23. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

24. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

25. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

26. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

27. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

28. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

29. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.

30. ENTRANCE SLIDESHOW — A spectacular 36-frame extravaganza available via your NRO with TRF. Please include: number of posters distributed. When calculating the number of posters distributed to the churches, please use high-quality tape, and double-check the tapes before distributing to homes.
ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS!

Please destroy the envelopes in which you receive mailings from us. Eternal vigilance is the price of freedom.

Inspire our family musicians with new outstanding catchy melodies & tunes. Thank you!

ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS!

Please destroy the envelopes in which you receive mailings from us. Eternal vigilance is the price of freedom.

The days of one musician getting the tune, writing the words & recording his own songs are now over. The first prerequisite is to have good tone. Then work together on the words.

PHONES FOR CHILDREN'S SONGS:
1. Guardian Angel
2. Loving, forgiving younger brother
3. Love & charity
4. A child repentant of being naughty
5. Birdie Heaven
6. Making a choice
7. A cute, simple prayer
8. A song about best friends
9. A habit of & other manners
10. Don't do it now. 10. Squeeze, don't jerk, don't succeed, keep trying.

Family members is too much of a security hazard! The FSM will be discontinuing the Family News. Any extra financial windfalls or gifts should be developed at home. Do not put any of your savings in stocks or other investments, as the FSM is not interested in these.

Lord's work as soon as possible. Desperate prayer can work wonders. Any extra financial windfalls or gifts should be developed at home. Do not put any of your savings in stocks or other investments, as the FSM is not interested in these.

ATTENTION! The last time we had two other adult tapes together, we received a message that there are any changes or delays on the schedule. It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!

ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS! We were very relieved to hear that there are any changes or delays on the schedule. It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!

MISSIONARIES BEWARE! We are trying to keep informed, especially the names & addresses of our homes from falling into the wrong hands. We suggest that you prayfully consider each of your new mail ministry donors & be careful about what information you give them. RPs are now a DC publication. The reader is now a well-known & trusted friend!

"TOUCH OF LOVE" DD TAPES: The "Touch of Love" should be in your hands in a few weeks! It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!

ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS! We were very relieved to hear that there are any changes or delays on the schedule. It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!

ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS! We were very relieved to hear that there are any changes or delays on the schedule. It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!

ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS! We were very relieved to hear that there are any changes or delays on the schedule. It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!

ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS! We were very relieved to hear that there are any changes or delays on the schedule. It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!

ATTENTION ALL FAMILY MEMBERS! We were very relieved to hear that there are any changes or delays on the schedule. It is not necessary to have 100-watt reading lamps, & in some cases could be dangerous. Normally a 60-watt bulb is sufficient for a desk lamp. Just make sure you have enough light, & don't overload light fixtures!
raise the finances needed to print the Word. We desperately need your prayers & help!

8. YOUR DESPERATE PRAYERS NEEDED! A dozen major books are at W$ Sprints or in the final stages: Children's Book, KIDZ MP 2, KIDZ True-Kids Vol 4, Vol 5, Vol 6, FAM 12, FAM 13, Vol 2, How to Get Things Done, Life With Grandpa 2 & 3, Activity Books 3 & 4, The Memory Book, Growing In Love 2, the FN Encyclopedia & the Reference Index Book, which are all special pub. The funds necessary to print even a portion of these books is an incredible amount, but OMM have the faith that the Lord usually supplies through inheritance, or other financial windfalls. Because a number of Inheritance & Supply, the funds are being mailed out to the homes (FZD) however, it is not necessary for couples without children or singles to help. These children's books should be immediately given to the children. The children need the specialised training that these books offer. TY for putting the children first. GBE!

9. TRANSLATING NAMES! New Posters are coming with the texts as adaptations of real life experiences but since names are very regionalised, please feel free to change the name to adapt it to your fluid POSTERING & TRACTS! As Dad mentioned previously, the postcards are not just to be mass distributed but used in personal witnessing. It's not how many Posters you distribute but how many souls & disciples you win. But for situations where you do need lots of it, the new Postcard Tracts, coming soon in Booklet form & on the cover of LIN, are good for use in schools, prisons, orphanages, etc.—Something you can give to everybody! You can produce as many as you need for the needy billions! (Keep roll in—ILYI—0.)

46. LIFS 4 REFERENCES! 1-1208:90, 1-1269:103, FSB 7

1. ATTENTION POSTCARD & POSTER DISTRIBUTORS! The full-size Posters should now be counted on your stats as 8 pages. On the FN size! So GNs 4 PMG's, please feel free to change the address on the stat. Make sure the address is correct for your location.

2. ADDRESS CHANGE FOR ENGLAND! New London address for correspondence is: BM Box 8226, London WCIN 3XX, England. TX!
TESTIMONIES NEEDED (CONTINUED):

MOTHERS OF JESUS BABIES
NEW DISCIPLES
OVER 40’s
PERSONAL
PUPPET MINISTRY
TEEN MARRIAGES
THANKS FOR VIDEO
Writers & Journalists

TESTIMONIES VIDEO
THAI GP BOX, REGISTERED MAIL

THEMES FOR NEW DTO TAPES
THEMES FOR CHILDREN’S GP SONGS
TITHING, FOR BILINGUAL PUBS
TK EOCKS, NEW

TOTAL WITNESS, CALCULATING
TRANSOCEANIC TRAVELLERS
WEAR SANDALS OR THONGS

U

U.S.
U.S. VS’S
UNDER-AGE TEENAGERS
UNSAVED VS. WICKED
UPDATES ON BANGLADESH VISAS
UPDATED RULES FOR FN ARTICLES
URGENT CHANGE ON LOST MAIL FORMS
URGENT NOTICE FROM MOY
URGENT NOTICE RE: NEW DTD TAPES
URGENT SECURITY EMERGENCY RUSHOGRM
USA, ACTIVITIES OF OUR ENEMIES

V

VIS-PAL VIDEOS
VIDEO CAMERAMEN
VIDEO CLASSES
VIDEO COMMENTS, DAD’S
VIDEO DAY, MAKE IT PAY
VIDEO MINISTRY
VIDEO PACKAGING
VIDEO POINTERS, MUSIC, MAPS ETC.
VIDEO REPORT, DUE MONTHLY
VIDEO STAT
VIDEO TAPES, CARE
REPAIR
VIDEO TESTIMONIES
VIDEO “HARLOTS OF FIRE”
“MOTHER & PAUL”
“The Day After”
“SIN MURCIELAGO”
VIDEOING AREA FELLOWSHIPS
VIDEOING, TIPS
VIDEOS

FN

1983 STATS
ADJUSTING TRACKING ARM
AMERICAN MOVIES
AVAILABLE IN MIAMI
AVAILABLE IN PANAMA
BEHAVIOR FROM MV
CAMERA POINTERS
CARE TIP
CENTER
CHILDREN

W

WAITING ROOMS, MAGS FOR REFERENCE
WILL, AIDS, RULES
WANT, SEND FOR ON!
WANTED: HOME ECONOMICS ARTICLES
WANTED: M. GAMES & ACTIVITIES
WANTING MESSAGE
WANTING ON DOGS
WANTING ON FIRE
WANTING, BRIEFS’ MP & FORCES
INDONESIAN PRODUCTION
WATER ON TRAINS, BARRIERS
WHAT NOT TO RIDE
WHEECE MENDED SHOES
WELCOMME HOME PRODUCED MUSICIANS
WELFARE WARNING
WELFARE, FOOD STAMPS
WHAT IS A HOME FIELD
WHAT TO DO IN DANGER—CONF.
WHERE’S MY ARTICLE
WICKED VS. UNSAVED
WILD WIND REPORT, 1981
WILD WIND REPORTS ON 7
WILD WIND TAPE MAILING
WILD WIND TAPE CLEARANCE OFFER DONE ON 7
WIM HOMES
WINDDOWN
WINDSHIELD PHOTOS, NEED FOR
WIND NEWSLETTERS, SPECIAL THANKS
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
WINDS, WINDS, WINDS!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Page/Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don't translate health &amp; children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send those of lasting value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's mags, home ec, articles</td>
<td>FSB 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word, teaching to children</td>
<td>FSB 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbooks, system</td>
<td>FSB 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World video circuit</td>
<td>1204A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write more children's songs</td>
<td>GN 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS assistance to PPC's</td>
<td>GN 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS checks: No report, no check</td>
<td>0970:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS correspondence</td>
<td>1011:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS financial squeeze</td>
<td>FSB 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS jobs available</td>
<td>1042:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS mailing envelopes: Destroy</td>
<td>GN 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS report</td>
<td>MAG 60, MAG 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xerox school worksheets</td>
<td>FSB 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in the family, calculating</td>
<td>GN 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are what you wear</td>
<td>MAG 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can understand the future</td>
<td>MAG 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young's concordance</td>
<td>1269:59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your desperate prayers needed</td>
<td>GN 190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>